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Abstract: In this paper the nonlinear behaviour of passive suspension system for quarter car is studied. The mathematical model
is developed with the help of equations of motions. In the actual practice, all system behaves nonlinearly but for simplification
purpose it consider as linear. A linear system can capture basic performances of vehicle suspension such as body displacement,
body acceleration, wheel displacement, wheel deflection, suspension travels. Performance of suspension system is determined by
the ride comfort and vehicle handling. It can be measured by car body displacement and wheel deflection performance. Two
types of road profiles are used as input for the system. The quarter car two degree of freedom and MATLAB-SIMULINK model
is developed for the nonlinear quarter car passive suspension system.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Vehicle suspensions are mainly classified into three types i.e., passive, semi active and active suspensions, which depend on the
operation mode to improve vehicle ride comfort, vehicle safety, road damage minimization and the overall performance. This paper
presents mathematical modelling of nonlinear quarter car. The nonlinear quarter car model consists of quadratic tyre stiffness and
cubic stiffness in suspension spring as nonlinearities. It also reduces the vibrations passing to the vehicle body. The quarter car
(1/4th) model of suspension system is developed for the analysis purpose [2]. The passive vehicle suspension system has spring and
damper. The motivation behind damper to disperse the energy while spring acts as an energy storing element. Both the elements
never add energy to system such type of automobile suspension systems called as passive suspension system. There are fixed
parameters in this system, which select to get a specific level of trade-off between ride comfort, road holding and load conveying.
The main problem in this suspension system is that designed of the damper. If the damper is heavy then it will throw the car on
unbalanced of road. If the damper is light in design then its effect on stability of the vehicle while turning or changing lane.
Sometimes car may be swing due to such design. The road profiles plays important role in the performance suspension system. In
the passive suspension system, if spring stiffness increases then the ride comfort decreases and vice versa [5]. Daniel Fischer et al
[1] derived the mathematical models for suspensions with variable dampers and springs as well as active components for fault
detection and diagnosis of the damper by combining parameter estimation and parity equation methods.
II.

MATHEMATICAL MODELING

A. Quarter car model: Bounce Motion
Ms=sprung mass in kg.
Mu= unsprung mass in kg.
Ks=suspension stiffness. N/m
Cs= damping for sprung mass. Ns/m
Kt=tire stiffness. N/m
Zs= displacement of sprung mass into x direction.
Zu= displacement of unsprung mass into x direction.
Zr= road excitation.
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B.

Equations of Motion and FBD

C.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Data
Total sprung mass, m=1200kg
Quarter sprung mass, ms=300kg
Total unsprung mass, mut=0.12*m=144kg
Quarter unsprung mass, mu=144/4=36kg
By taking the natural frequency of sprung mass= 1.2 Hz
RR=((1.2*2π)^2)*ms=15633 N/m
ks=RR(6/5) (taking the tyre stiffness kt=5*ks)
Cc=2√(ks*ms) Ns/m
ς =0.2
Cs=ς*Cc Ns/m

III.
MODELING OF QUARTER CAR WISHBONE SUSPENSION USING SIMULINK
Simulink is a block diagram environment for multi-domain simulation and model-based design available in MATLAB software. It
supports system-level design, simulation, automatic code generation, and continuous test and verification of embedded systems.
Simulink provides a graphical editor, customizable block libraries, and solvers for modeling and simulating dynamic systems [8].
Simulink model of active quarter car suspension is prepared using mathematical model presented through equations
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A. Displacement vs Time

B. Force vs Time

IV. MATLAB PROGRAM FOR NON-LINEAR SPRING FORCE , DAMPING FORCE AND ROAD PROFILE
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A.

Simulink Model
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B. Displacement vs Time

C. Force vs Time

Every suspension system is nonlinear due to its non linear properties spring, damper, and other parts of system. After comparing
both graphs it can be clearly shown the nature of graph is nonlinear. But normally for the analysis purposes vehicle suspension
spring is assumed to be linear behaviour.
V.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the Quarter car nonlinear passive vehicle suspension mathematical model is developed using newton’s 2nd law of
motion and the equation is solved using MATLAB-SIMULINK model. From the results it can be concluded that the RMS
acceleration value of nonlinear system is smaller so Ride Comfort is better than the linear system. Also considering the nonlinear
behavior of spring analysis can be observed more accuracy with experimental results than linear one. From the results it can be
concluded that for the ride comfort is obtained by using introducing nonlinearity in the spring.
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